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Abstract: The buckling analysis of an offshore pipeline refers to the analysis of temperature-induced
uplift and lateral buckling of pipelines by analytical, numerical, and experimental means. Thus, the
current study discusses different research performed on thermal pipe-buckling and the different
factors affecting the pipeline’s buckling behaviour. The current study consists of the dependency
of the pipe-buckling direction on the seabed features and burial condition; the pre-buckling and
post-buckling load-displacement behaviour of the pipeline; the effect of soil weight, burial depth,
axial resistance, imperfection amplitude, temperature difference, interface tensile capacity, and
diameter-to-thickness ratio on the uplift and lateral resistance; and the failure mechanism of the
pipeline. Moreover, the effect of external hydrostatic pressure, bending moment, initial imperfection,
sectional rigidity, and diameter-to-thickness ratio of the pipeline on collapse load of the pipeline
during buckling were also included in the study. This work highlights the existing knowledge on
the topic along with the main findings performed up to recent research. In addition, the reference
literature on the topic is given and analysed to contribute to a broad perspective on buckling
analysis of offshore pipelines. This work provides a starting point to identify further innovation and
development guidelines for professionals and researchers dealing with offshore pipelines, which are
key infrastructures for numerous maritime applications.

Keywords: analytical solution; axial resistance; experimental solution; lateral buckling; numerical
analysis; pipe bending; pipeline stability; static analysis; state of the art; upheaval buckling

1. Introduction

Offshore pipelines are essential infrastructures for a wide variety of maritime struc-
tures, namely in oil and gas transport to shore, but also in other types of offshore structures
that may include the use of J-tubes and similar buried, exposed or partially buried cables,
such as offshore wind turbines and other marine renewable energy infrastructures [1–4].
Therefore, understanding their behaviour in offshore conditions is important for a proper
design under oceanic environmental conditions.

For a high-pressure and high-temperature (HP/HT) pipeline, buckling is a widespread
phenomenon. Again, it is essential to possess knowledge about the pipe-buckling for
designing a stable pipeline. Thus, a rigorous discussion about the causes and effects of
pipe-buckling is done here using the available literature. The paper discussed the buckling
of the pipelines for different seabed and pipe-burial conditions. The methods to estimate
the buckling resistances for surface-laid and buried pipelines using analytical solutions,
along with the maximum limit of the resistances, are discussed in this study. The numerical
and experimental means to study the effect of parameters such as embedment depth, soil
unit weight, pipe diameter, soil friction coefficient, and undrained soil strength on the
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pipe-buckling are also discussed systematically in this study. Moreover, the relationship
between the buckling resistance, the most critical influence factor, and axial resistance was
also explored. The load subjected to the pipeline during installation and operation was
studied, and its role in the pipe collapse under buckling was also studied.

Still, there is need for further exploration of the pipe-buckling during situations such
as movement of subsoil or liquefaction of subsoil under earthquake forces or the lateral or
vertical movement of pipeline under various hydrodynamic loading [5–7]. The pipe–soil
interaction should also be studied in detail for the internal flow [8–10] and the oscillating
working platform [11] induced vibration in pipe.

The current paper aims to provide the readers with knowledge of the causes and
effects of uplift and lateral buckling of buried or surface-laid pipeline. Furthermore, it
also aims to explore the response of the pipeline and the surrounding soil during pipe
movement and under different external factors. Thus, the paper contributes to providing a
broad overview of the essential knowledge on buckling phenomena of offshore pipelines.

2. Buckling of Pipeline

An offshore pipeline transports unprocessed oil and other hydrocarbons from the well
to the processing centre at very high temperatures and pressure. Such pipelines are also
called ‘high pressure-high temperature’ (HP/HT) pipelines. Due to this high temperature,
the pipeline tends to increase along its length. However, longitudinal compressive stress
is induced within the pipeline when the pipeline’s longitudinal elongation is restricted
by the axial resistance provided by the soil in contact with the pipe. Thus, to release the
longitudinal compressive force, the pipeline may buckle. The buckling of the pipelines
under different embedment conditions is discussed in this section.

2.1. Surface-Laid and Partially Embedded Pipeline

The pipelines are called surface-laid pipelines if they are laid on the seabed during
installation. The pipelines laid on the seabed are often subjected to different hydrodynamic
forces and embeds within the soil partially. The pipelines are also embedded partially
during installation to increase their stability against lateral movement. The forces that act on
the pipeline are different external hydrodynamic forces and longitudinal compressive forces.
The longitudinal compressive force is generated due to a large temperature difference
between the seawater and the fluid transported by the pipe at elevated temperatures. Thus,
the longitudinal compressive force further induces buckling in the pipe. The buckling of
the pipeline may occur in the vertical or lateral direction.

2.1.1. Global Upheaval Buckling and Upheaval Buckling Resistance

The buckling direction of the pipeline mostly depends on the evenness of the seabed.
For an even seabed, global lateral buckling is predominant. In contrast, for the uneven
or undulated seabed, the chance of global upheaval buckling is very high under the
longitudinal compressive force [12–14]. Similarly, a downward global vertical buckling
of pipeline can also occur at sunken seabed or when any fault is formed at the subsoil
across the pipeline due to soil movement during an earthquake [15]. In Figure 1, the
schematic diagrams of the vertical displacement of the pipeline for the above-dictated cases
are shown. The flexural behaviour of subsea pipelines with an initial imperfection or in the
presence of faults in the subsoil is often studied numerically and analytically considering
idealised imperfection shapes [14,16,17].
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Figure 1. Vertical displacement of pipeline due to presence of (a) initial imperfection and (b) fault in the seabed.

Analytical Models

The longitudinal compressive force induced within the pipeline is the major reason
behind the buckling of the pipeline. Moreover, the presence of an initial imperfection in
the seabed increases the severity of the buckling. So, it was crucial for the designers to
estimate the maximum compressive stress induced in the pipeline due to the combined
effect of thermal buckling pressure and initial imperfection on the pipeline. Thus, Taylor
and Gan [16] performed an analysis on a surface-laid pipeline lying on a fictitious rigid
undulated foundation. The maximum compressive stress and bending moment induced
on the pipeline due to initial imperfection are obtained from the analysis as follows:

Maximum compressive stress,

σm =
P
A

+

∣∣∣∣Mmr
I

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where,
Mm = Maximum moment on pipeline = −0.06938 q (L2−L0

2) (2)

It is to be considered that the above relationship holds good for small deformation
studies and needed to be modified for large deformation cases.

A more rigorous study was performed by Xu and Lin [14]. They studied the initial
stress which accumulated within the pipeline while placing them on an undulation of
seabed under their self-weight. The effect of buckle length, buckle amplitude, and sectional
rigidity of the pipeline on the critical global buckling force of the pipeline was also consid-
ered. Moreover, three expressions were given empirically to predict the critical axial forces
for different undulation’s shapes and contact areas. The expressions are given below.

Critical axial force (Pcr1) for continuous contact between the pipeline and the undulation:

Pcr1 = 0.2974
(

L3q
EI

)0.8351(H
L

)−0.8228(EI
L2

)
(3)

Critical axial force (Pcr2) for partial contact between the pipeline and the undulation:

Pcr2 = 0.4231
(

L3q
EI

)0.7785(H
L

)−0.7685(EI
L2

)
(4)

Critical axial force (Pcr3) for point contact between the pipeline and the undulation:

Pcr3 = 1.7471
(

L3q
EI

)0.5989(H
L

)−0.5951(EI
L2

)
(5)
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The empirical formula given by Xu and Lin [14] gives a result within an error range
of ±10% for continuous pipe-seabed contact. While the formulas overestimate the critical
capacity factors for pipelines with partial contact with the seabed.

Numerical Models

Although these analytical studies produced satisfactory results, there was a need for
comparing these studies with different 2D or 3D finite element analyses. According to
Recommended Practice—DNV RP F110, 2D analysis is sufficient if the pipeline’s uplift
buckling occurs in a plane. Thus, various researchers have performed both analytical and
numerical (FE) analyses and compared the two results [12–14,18–21].

It is observed for a rigid seabed that, for a given initial imperfection amplitude,
the safe temperature to trigger global uplift buckling increases with increasing cover
depth, soil friction coefficient, and undrained soil strength. Again, the critical temperature
(refer to Figure 2) and compressive force (refer to Figure 3) to cause global upheaval
buckling decreases with increasing size of initial imperfection [12–14,18,20]. The effect of
temperature difference on buckling amplitude, maximum axial compression, and axial
thermal expansion is more rapid in the post-buckling stage than the pre-buckling stage. It
is also found that with the increasing thickness to diameter ratio of the pipeline, the critical
buckling force decreased [13,14,21]. However, for the soft seabed, the safe temperature
and the critical imperfection height for the uplift of pipeline decreases with decreasing
soil resistance [19]. Various authors used idealised pipe imperfection shapes for numerical
and analytical study of the pipe buckling. However, it is observed from the numerical
analysis that, for an initially imperfect pipeline, the critical global buckling temperature is
underestimated when the imperfection shape is considered as an idealised shape [13]. The
details of the parameters used in the numerical analysis of global upheaval buckling of
surface laid pipeline by various authors are given in Table 1.

Figure 2. Variation of critical buckling temperature with vertical deflection for different initial
imperfection [13].
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Figure 3. Influence of initial pipe imperfection on critical buckling force [14].

Table 1. Parameter used in the Numerical models for uplift resistance of surface laid pipeline.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Shi et al. [19]

Pipe Parameters
Cross-sectional area of the pipeline A (cm2) 299.20

The outer diameter of the pipe, D (cm) 65
The equivalent cross-sectional moment of inertia, I (cm4) 1.509 × 105

Modulus of elasticity of pipeline E (GPa) 206
Thermal expansion coefficient of Steel, α (1/◦C) 1.1 × 10−5

Pipe Parameters

Mondal and Dhar [13]

Pipe Diameter D (mm) 219.1
Pipe wall thickness t (mm) 18.3

Submerged Density of steel, ρst
′

(kg/m3) (Steel) 6850
Modulus of Elasticity of Steel, E (MPa) 20.7 × 104

Poisson’s ratio of Steel, ν 0.30
Specified Minimum Yield strength of Steel, σy (MPa) 450

Specified Minimum Tensile Strength of Steel, σu (MPa) 535
Total strain at ultimate strength of Steel, εu 0.043

Thermal expansion coefficient of Steel, α (m/m/◦C) 1.17 × 10−5

Soil Parameters
Coefficient of friction 0.40

Submerged Density, ρs
′

(kg/m3) 600
Modulus of Elasticity, E (MPa) 40

Poisson’s Ratio, ν 0.25
Friction angle (◦) 42
Dilation angle (◦) 15
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Table 1. Cont.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Xu and Lin [14]

Pipe Parameters
The outer diameter of the steel pipe, D (mm) 385
The thickness of the steel pipe wall, t (mm) 12.0

The Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 207
The Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.3

The equivalent cross-sectional moment of inertia, I (m4) 2.22 × 10−4

The equivalent cross-sectional area, A (m2) 0.0136
The density of pipe steel, ρp

′ (kg/m3) 7800
The density of the outer concrete coating, ρc (kg/m3) 3044

The density of seawater (kg/m3) 1025
The density of internal flow, ρ (kg/m3) 800.0

The distributed load (submerged weight) per unit length, q (N/m) 699.3
The thermal expansion coefficient, αs (/oC) 1.17 × 10−5

Liang et al. [15]

Pipe Parameters
External diameter D (m) 0.2731

Wall thickness t (m) 0.0206
Steel density ρp

′
(kg/m3) 7850

Young’s modulus E (GPa) 206
Poisson ratio of steel, νp 0.3

Yield stress of steel σy (MPa) 448
Thermal coefficient α (◦C−1) 11 × 10−6

Initial temperature Ti (◦C) 5
Product temperature Tif (◦C) 90

Internal pressure pi (MPa) 20
Soil Parameters

Cohesion of soil C (kPa) 18
Internal friction angle ϕ (◦) 18.6

Young’s modulus of soil Es (MPa) 5
Poisson ratio of soil νs 0.2

Density of soil ρs
′

(kg/m3) 1923
Shear strength of soil, Su (kPa) 6

Friction coefficient, µ 0.5

Pipe Parameters

Chen et al. [21]

External diameter D (mm) 323.9
Wall thickness of pipeline t (mm) 12.7
Elastic modulus of steel Ep (GPa) 206

Steel density ρp (kg/m3) 7850
Coefficient of thermal expansion α (/◦C) 1.1 × 10−5

Soil Parameters
Axial friction coefficient µa 0.5

Submerged Soil Density ρs
′

(kg/m3) 780
Cohesion of Soil C (kPa) 18

Elastic modulus of Soil Es (MPa) 3.26
Internal friction angle of soil ϕ (o) 18.6

Shear strength of soil su (kPa) 3.26

2.1.2. Global Lateral Buckling and Lateral Buckling Resistance

The pipe–soil frictional resistance provides the pipeline’s resistance against the lateral
movement for an on-bottom subsea pipeline lying on an even seabed. Thus, the magnitude
of the lateral frictional resistance is the vertical load coming on the pipeline, multiplied
by the coefficient of friction (usually lesser than 1) between pipe and soil. While, for the
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uplifting of the pipeline, the pipe has to overcome the whole vertical load coming on the
pipeline. Thus, the possibility of the global lateral buckling is far greater than the possibility
of global upheaval buckling for a pipeline laid on an even seabed. The phenomenon of
global lateral buckling or snaking of a surface-laid pipeline is schematically shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Global lateral buckling or snaking of a surface-laid pipeline.

Analytical Models

Several researchers used analytical methods to deduce the relationship between the
global buckling resistances and different influence factors, theoretically or empirically.
Initially, the analytical models were limited to the calculation of pipeline behaviour under
vertical and horizontal loadings only. The pipe surface was considered rectangular because
there was no significant difference in vertical bearing capacity for rectangular and circular
pipelines [22]. Thus, Hansen [23] analysed an inclined, loaded pipeline to determine the
vertical and lateral load coming on the pipeline. The limiting horizontal load was given as:

VH = C(B + 6wd) (6)

However, gradually the researchers upgraded the analytical approaches to explore
the interaction between pipe and soil for the laterally loaded pipelines [24–26]. Unlike the
classical models, the model proposed by Schotman and Stork [24] claimed to calculate loads
per unit length of the pipeline, not only for vertical and horizontal displacement but for
any given displacement path. The model was also considered to calculate the displacement
of a pipeline when the load path is given. The relation between load on the pipeline and
displacement of the pipe was given as:

∆FH =

De − αd
De

δgp
δFH

δ f
δFH

T
De

h + δ f
δFH

T
D δgp

δFH

∆u (7)

The results predicted from the analytical formula was observed to agree well with the
numerical analysis results. However, the proposed model still needed to be compared with
experimental models. Moreover, the proposed model poorly agrees with the numerical
analysis result below the elastic limit, but this disagreement becomes insignificant for large
displacement analysis.

Again, the breakout resistance of a laterally loaded pipe was given as [25];

Fbrk
FC

= µ +
FR
FC

(8)

where,
FR
FC

=
(

a1ks − b1ks
2
)(w

D

)1.25
if, ks < 26.7 (9)
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FR
FC

= ks

(w
D

)1.25
if, ks > 26.7 (10)

ks =
γs′D2

WP − FZ
=

γs′D2

FC
(11)

FC = WP − FZ (12)

The above formulation holds good for w≤ 0.25D. While for higher w, the model starts
deviating from the actual values. To provide a model which holds useful even beyond
w > 0.25D, another researcher [27] modified the constant ‘b’. They considered the value of
‘b’ within 0.15–1. Thus, the modified model is observed to predict the results with a lesser
than 10% deviation. The force parameters mentioned in the Equations (6)–(18) are shown
using a schematic diagram in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A schematic diagram showing the direction and location of the forces used in the
Equations (6)–(18).

Similarly, the effect of pipe weight on the lateral resistance was studied [26] and a
formula was proposed to predict the lateral resistance, as follows.

VH
Vumax

=

(
VHmax

Vumax

)
β

(
Vu

Vumax

)β1
(

1− Vu

Vumax

)β2

(13)

where,

β =
(β1 + β2)

β1+β2

β1
β1 β2

β2
(14)

However, in the further analysis [28], the above relations are slightly modified as follows:

β1 = 0.089(0.66− w
D
) (15)

β2 = 0.087(0.64− w
D
) (16)

VH
Vumax

= 0.31(0.55 +
w
D
). (17)
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The proposed model produced a higher peak normalised lateral resistance
(

VH,max
sU D

)
value compared to the model proposed by previous authors [26,29]. The discrepancy in
the peak lateral resistance was attributed to the difference in pipe installation procedure.
The comparison of the predicted result obtained from Equations (13) and (14) with the
numerically obtained (ABAQUS) result is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Comparison of predicted results from Equations (13) and (14) with results obtained from
FE Analysis [26].

On the other hand, White and Cheuk [30] extended a small-displacement model to
obtain a surface-laid pipeline lateral response for large displacement under cyclic loading.
The authors also considered the formation of berm during large displacement of a pipeline.
Thus, the berm resistance was given as,

VHberm =

(
VHberm

DsU

)
=
(

a2λvb2 × u
D

)δ
(18)

Here,
tplough

D
= a2vb2 = a2(

Vu

DsU
)b2

In this study, the authors studied the berm formation during large displacement of a
pipeline under lateral loading. It is observed that the lateral resistance further increased
with increasing berm formation.

One author [31] used energy method to deduce an analytical solution to investigate
the global buckling modes of an offshore pipeline and also to explore the relationship
between critical buckling temperature, buckling amplitude, and buckling length. They
considered two high-order idealised buckling modes of a pipeline, as shown in Figure 7a,b,
for analytical deduction of the expressions given in Equations (19) and (20), respectively.
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Figure 7. Idealised shapes (a). Shape 1 and (b) Shape 2, used in the analytical study [31].

For shape 1, the relation between buckling temperature and buckling length:

Ep Aα∆T = 33.99
EI
L2 + 1.298 f1L

(√
1 + 1.69× 10−4m2L5

(
EA
f1

)
− 1

)
(19)

the relation between buckling temperature and buckling amplitude:

Ep Aα∆T = 3.46
(

f1EI
Hm

)0.5
+ 4.06 f1(

Hm

m
)

0.25
√1 + 0.051mνm

(
Hm

m

)0.25(EA
f1

)
− 1

 (20)

For shape 2, the relation between buckling temperature and buckling length:

Ep Aα∆T = 28.19
EI
L2 + 1.61 f1L

(√
1 + 2.14× 10−4m2L5

(
EA
f1

)
− 1

)
(21)

the relation between buckling temperature and buckling amplitude:

Ep Aα∆T = 2.94
(

f1EI
H

)0.5
+ 3.09 f1(

H
m
)

0.25
√1 + 0.06mH

(
H
m

)0.25(EA
f1

)
− 1

 (22)

The above expressions only produce good results if the actual buckling assumes the
shape of the above idealised shapes. Moreover, several researchers also observed that
the models deduced using idealised global buckling shapes underestimates the results,
compared to the results obtained from the analysis performed using actual buckling
shapes [13].

Numerical Models

Several researchers used analytical methods to deduce the relationship between the
global buckling resistances and different influence factors, theoretically or empirically.
Initially, the analytical models were limited to the calculation of pipeline behaviour under
vertical and horizontal loadings only. The pipe surface was considered

Again, the buckling amplitude and length were observed to be increasing non-linearly
with increasing diameter-to-thickness ratio and temperature. The pipe-buckling was also
observed to decrease with increasing soil frictional resistance, and for very high soil-
frictional resistance, the reduction in pipe-buckling is significant. Again, from Figure 8, it
can be observed that, with increasing displacement, the lateral resistance initially increased
and later achieved a steady-state condition. Furthermore, the lateral resistance of pipeline
increased with increasing pipe weight and depth of embedment and decreased with
increasing diameter-to-thickness ratio of pipeline [27,28,31,32]. Zhu et al. [32] introduced a
term called critical length (Lcr). Critical length (Lcr) was defined as the length above which
the increase in pipeline length does not affect the local buckling. This critical length (Lcr)
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is considered to have a significant effect on the local buckling of a pipeline. The Lcr of a
pipeline was observed to be increased with the increasing diameter of the pipeline.

Figure 8. Variation of normalised lateral resistance of a partially buried pipeline with pipe displace-
ment and pipe weight [28].

Several authors have taken into account the phenomenon of berm formation and per-
formed large deformation finite element analysis of the pipe buckling [27,28,33–38]. Typical
behaviour of horizontal resistance with the variation of horizontal pipe displacement and
the effect of berm formation and pipe weight on the horizontal resistance of the pipeline
is shown in Figure 9. Thus, it can be observed from Figure 9 that the lateral resistance
increased with increasing soil displacement up to a peak value. At post peak condition,
the lateral resistance immediately achieves a steady state for a heavy pipe. While for a
light pipe, the lateral resistance decreases immediately after peak and then reaches the
steady-state. The above phenomenon is attributed to the formation of berm during large
amplitude lateral displacement of a pipeline.

The details of the parameters used in the numerical analysis of lateral buckling of
surface laid pipeline by various authors are given in Table 2.

Experimental Models

The different aspects of global lateral buckling and the factors affecting global lat-
eral buckling are explored experimentally by various researchers. It was observed from
centrifugal model tests on pipeline segments that the horizontal resistance was increased
with increasing lateral displacement up to a peak value for a surface-laid pipeline [39]. For
Partially embedded pipelines, the lateral resistance is also observed to be increasing with
increasing embedment depth [39–41].

A new methodology to monitor the lateral displacement using distributed fibre optic
technique was also explored by different researchers [42–46]. The authors used the Brillouin
optical time-domain analysis (BOTDA) system to measure the pipeline’s longitudinal
strain and lateral displacements. It was observed that the pipelines were subjected to
bending even under very small axial compression force when initial imperfection was
there. Moreover, the lateral displacement was observed to be increasing with increasing
axial compressive force. It is also observed that a buckling lobe is formed for lower load
cases due to initial imperfection, which disappeared for higher compressive loads [46].
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Figure 9. Pipe response during the lateral motion for pipelines with different weights [28].

Table 2. Parameter used in the Numerical models for lateral resistance of surface laid pipeline.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Liu et al. [31]

Pipe Parameters
External diameter D (mm) 273.1

Wall thickness t (mm) 20.6
Elastic modulus of pipe material, Ep (GPa) 207

Unit weight of Steel γp (kN·m−3) 76.9
Submerged self-weight per unit length of the pipeline WP (kN·m−1) 0.75

Yield stress of steel σy (MPa) 448
Coefficient of thermal expansion for Steel α (◦C−1) 0.000011

Poisson ratio of soil αs 0.3
Density of water ρw (kg·m−3) 1026.4

Density of contents ρif (kg·m−3) 486.136
Internal pressure pi (MPa) 13.8

Ambient temperature Ts (◦C) 16
Product temperature Tif (◦C) 104

Water depth Zw (m) 108
Lateral friction µ 0.5

Soil Parameters
Layer 1 Silty clay

Thickness of soil layer 1 ∆z (m) 2.3
Effective unit weight of soil γs (kN·m−3) 9

Undrained shear strength su (kPa) 4
Layer 2 Silty fine sand

Thickness of soil layer 2 ∆z (m) 8.1
Effective unit weight of soil γs (kN·m−3) 9.6

Friction angle ф(o) 25
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Table 2. Cont.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Chatterjee et al. [28]

Pipe diameter, D (m) 0.8
Shear strength of soil at mud-line, sum (kPa) 2.3

Shear strength gradient, k (kPa/m) 3.6
Submerged unit weight of soil, γs

′
(kN/m3) 6.5

Young’s modulus of soil, Es 500 su0
Poisson’s ratio of soil, νs 0.499

Reference shear strain rate, γref (s−1) 3 × 10−6

Vertical pipeline penetration rate, νpv (s−1) 0.015 D
Horizontal pipeline penetration rate, νph (s−1) 0.05 D

Rate of strength increase per decade, kt 0.1
Sensitivity of clay, St 3.2

Accumulated plastic strain at which 95% soil strength reduction occurs
by remoulding, ξ95

10

Pipe/soil interface shear strength τint 0.5sum

Zhu et al. [32]

Outside diameter of pipeline D (m) 0.65
Pipe wall thickness t (m) 0.015

Young’s modulus of pipeline Ep (GPa) 206
Poisson’s ratio of pipeline, νp 0.3

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion is α (◦C−1) 11 × 10−6

Equivalent pipe weight (including coating) WP (N/m) 3800
Axial friction coefficients µa 0.5

Lateral friction coefficients µL 0.7
Limiting value for the axial resistance ku (N/m) 3800 × 0.5

Limiting value for the lateral resistance kv (N/m) 3800 × 0.7
Factors determining the initial stiffness (kou and kov) (N/m) 50

2.2. Buried Pipeline

Pipelines are often buried within the seabed to protect the pipelines from different
hydrodynamic forces [47,48] and also from different human activities such as fishing or
transportation. While in some cases, the pipeline is buried under a rubble-mound material,
which acts as a protection, e.g., as similarly to [3], in others it may be buried within the
actual soil [49]. Burial of pipeline also increases the stability and the thermal insulation of
the pipeline. However, the surrounding soil of a buried pipeline provides resistance against
the longitudinal thermal expansion of the pipeline. Thus, a longitudinal compressive force
is induced within the pipeline, similar to the surface-laid pipeline. Due to this compressive
force, a global buckling tendency is further induced within the pipeline. For a buried
pipeline, the uplift resistance of the pipeline is usually lesser than the lateral resistance
and downward penetration resistance. Thus, the global uplift buckling is the predominant
buckling criteria for a buried pipeline [49–59]. However, global lateral buckling was also
analysed in some cases as they were believed to be crucial for the pipeline design.

2.2.1. Global Upheaval Buckling and Upheaval Buckling Resistance

For a buried pipeline, global upheaval buckling of the pipeline is more critical than
the global lateral buckling, as the lateral resistance is greater than the uplift resistance of
the pipeline in most cases. Moreover, the upheaval buckling of pipelines often causes
collapse of the buried pipelines, for example, the rupture of a buried pipeline at Gua-
nabara Bay of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [60]. Thus, a significant number of researchers
showed interest in exploring the upheaval buckling phenomenon of a buried offshore
pipeline [35,48,52,54,56,59]. In Figure 10, a schematic diagram of global upheaval buckling
of buried pipeline is shown.
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of global upheaval buckling of buried pipeline.

Analytical Models

Initially, the analysis of the pipeline was started with the analysis of other cylindrical
elements such as piles. For example, Randolph and Houlsby [61] investigated the lat-
eral capacity of laterally loaded piles in homogeneous soil. They modelled the piles as
cylindrical elements and analysed the model in plane-strain conditions. They explored
the lateral capacity of the piles using analytical methods, which yielded that the peak
non-dimensionalised load factor was 6 + π for smooth pipe and 4

√
2 + 2π for the fully

rough pipes. Further, it is observed by the other researchers that the behaviour of the
piles under lateral displacement is similar to the behaviour of the pipelines under vertical
displacement [54,56]. It is also found by the researchers that, for ideal cases (weightless
soil and unlimited pipe–soil interface tension), the penetration resistance and uplift resis-
tance [54,56,58,59] of the pipeline reached a peak value of 9.14 for smooth pipes and 11.94
for rough pipes. Several authors observed that soil strength is one of the crucial factors
to influence the uplift resistance. They empirically or theoretically developed different
models to predict the uplift resistance from undrained or drained soil resistance [62,63].
Thus, according to DNV RP F110 [64], the expression for uplift resistance was given as:

VV = 2sUw + γ′s As (23)

Chen et al. [55] found that the soil resistance act as a stabilising force to prevent the
pipeline from uplifting. Moreover, the stabilising force is linearly related to the normalised
average shear strength of soil, as can be seen from the expression proposed by them,

F
VVmax

γw
πD2

4

=
0.25γ′sD

Cu
+ 0.78 (24)

The predicted results from the given expression were also compared with the experi-
mentally obtained results. A discrepancy was obtained between the two results because of
lack of knowledge of the type of soil failure mechanism.

Several authors also involved the interface tensile capacity of the pipe–soil interface
to predict the uplift resistance of the pipeline [35,52,56]. The uplift force per unit length of
the pipeline was derived by Cheuk et al. [35] using a simple model, and the expressions
can be given as,

For fully undrained and fully bonded conditions,

Pv =

[
4
(

w +
D
2

)
+

11D√
3

]
su,aveD (25)

=

(
4w
D

+ 8.35
)

su,aveD (26)
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For fully undrained and fully unbonded conditions,

Pv,total = Ws + Wp + 2wsu ,ave − γw

(
Asoil +

πD2

4

)
+ Fs (27)

= W ′s + W ′p + 2wsu,ave + Psuction (28)

Pv = Pv,total −W ′p (29)

For fully drained conditions,

Pv,total = W ′s + W ′p + 2wτu ,ave (30)

Pv = Pv,total −W ′p (31)

Again, from several small strain finite element analyses, Maitra et al. [56] proposed
a model to predict the undrained upheaval capacity of buried pipelines for a practical
range of parameters under the immediate breakaway and no separation condition. They
produced the expressions through curve fitting and error minimisation by the least square
method and using the numerically obtained data. The expressions for uplift capacity
factors were given as;

For no tension condition,

Nu =
Vu

Su,e f f D
= Nu(weightless) +

(
Wsoil

Su,e f f D

)
(32)

For full tension condition,

Nu =
Vu

Su,e f f D
= Nu(weightless) −

(
γ′s

Su,e f f D

)
A (33)

where, for homogeneous soil
su,e f f = su (34)

However, for normally consolidated soil (Su = kZ),

su,e f f = fNBAk(w + D
2 ) FT condition

su,e f f = fBAk(w + D
2 ) NT condition

(35)

Again,

fNBA =
1[

1− exp
(
−λ1

(
1 + w

D
)λ2
)] fBA =

[
1− exp

(
−λ3

(
1 +

w
D

)λ4
)]

(36)

The prediction model was further validated with available experimental and analytical
models, and it is observed that the proposed model predicted results with a maximum
error of less than 8%.

Moreover, Newson and Deljoui [52] performed a parametric study using FE analysis
to investigate the failure mechanism and its transition from shallow to deep shear failure
and pull-out forces of a pipeline buried within a seabed. According to the authors, the total
ultimate uplift force of the pipeline was given as:

Vt = Vu + Wp (37)

Again, Wu can be given as, for no tension condition

Vu

γ′swD
= 1 + 0.1

D
w

+
2cu

γs′w

(
w
D

+
1
2

)
(38)
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and for deep shear failure and full tension condition.

Vu = NccuD (39)

They also performed a FE analysis for comparison with the analytical model. Fur-
thermore, the predicted results using analytical relationships showed consistency with the
FE analysis results. It is also observed that the uplift capacity factor values are 4.5–6.5%
greater than that of a strip anchor [65].

Furthermore, the soil around the pipe gets liquefied during the pipe installation using
jetting method. Thus, some researchers also considered the effect of consolidation of
the liquefied soil on the pipe uplift resistance. Bransby et al. [51] proposed a model to
predict the uplift capacity of a pipeline buried in liquefied soil from the average degree of
consolidation of the pipeline. The uplift capacity was given as,

Vu = NpcuD (40)

and in normalised form,
Vu

γ′swD
= Np

cu

γ′sw
(41)

The authors found that cu is proportional to the effective stress in the backfill (σv
′
),

which was further given by,
σ′v = Uγ′Z (42)

The proposed prediction model was compared with experimental studies, and both of
them showed a good agreement. Thus, the prediction model was claimed to be used in the
initial pipe design. However, detailed experimental studies were prescribed in advanced
stage of design.

Furthermore, Schaminee et al. [50] developed simplified models to predict the uplift
resistance of a pipeline buried in cohesionless soil. Thus, the uplift resistance for the pipe
can be given as;

Vu = γ′swD + w2γ′s tan φ (43)

again, the uplift resistance for pipes buried in a cohesive soil,

Vu = γ′swD + 2wcu (44)

The proposed simplified model agrees well with the experimental studies performed
by the authors and can be used for design and integrity assessment of pipelines.

Liu et al. [66] proposed an empirical non-linear force-displacement relation from the
laboratory test results. The expressions are valid for Bohai soft clay (Bohai, China) or soils
having similar properties. According to the authors, the maximum uplift resistance and
the corresponding axial displacement were given as,

Vu,max

suD
= 1.62

(w
D

)0.58
(45)

δu,max

D
= 0.2

(w
D

)0.22
(46)

Again the uplift resistance (Vu) was given as,

Vu =

Vu,max

(
δu

δu,max

)b3
for δu ≤ δu,max (47)

Vu,max

(
1−

(
δu−δu,max

w

))0.4
for δy > δy,max (48)

where, b3 = 0.15 for w/D ≤ 4; b3 = 0.2 for w/D > 4.
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The results obtained using Equations (47) and (48) are shown in Figure 11. The results
are also compared with the result obtained using DNV RP-F110 [62] and experimental
means. It is observed that Equations (47) and (48) overestimate the uplift resistance in
comparison to experimental results.

Figure 11. Comparison of uplift resistance vs uplift displacement behaviour for different methods of
analysis [66].

Gao et al. [67] performed a large scale model test, and the results are used to model the
soil as a non-linear spring, and further, the behaviour of the soil was numerically studied
for the uplift of the pipeline. The researchers developed expressions to calculate the
maximum uplift and axial resistance by taking references from the available models [50,68]
and using the experimentally obtained data. For uplift resistance, two different models
were considered. For higher embedment depth (w/D > 5), the soil was modelled using
elasticity plasticity model, while for shallow embedment depth (w/D ≤ 5), the soil was
modelled as elasticity softened model. However, to study the axial resistance of pipelines,
elasticity plasticity model was used. The expressions were given as,

Vu,max = γ′s

(
wD + 1.16w2 − 0.13

w2

D

)
w/D ≤ 5 (49)

Vu,max = γ′swD
(

1 + 0.1
D
w

+ A1
w
D

)
w/D > 5 (50)

While Wang et al. [69] developed a numerical model to explore the effect of cover
depth on the load-displacement behaviour of the pipeline. They also studied the effect
of axial and uplift resistance on the localised upheaval buckling behaviour. They also
compared the results with various available studies. It is observed that both the buckle
length and amplitude decreased with increasing cover height. Moreover, the buckle
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amplitude decreased with increasing uplift soil resistance. The safe temperature was
observed to decrease with an increasing rate of deterioration of the uplift resistance from
peak value to the residual value.

Numerical Models

The authors studied the global uplift buckling of a pipeline using different numerical
2D and 3D models [54,56,59,70]. The failure mechanisms, load-displacement behaviour,
and the capacity factors of the pipelines were studied numerically, and their dependency on
the different soil properties and pipe-material properties were also explored. Moreover, the
analysis was performed for both cohesive [52,54–56,70,71] and cohesionless backfill [72–79].

For cohesionless backfill, it was observed that the uplift resistance increased with
increasing embedment depth (w) and displacement (δu) of the pipeline, as can be seen
from Figure 12. Again, it was considered by DNV RP F110 [62] and ASCE guidelines that
the displacement corresponding to the peak pipe resistance (δu,max) was hardly affected by
the embedment depth for cohesionless backfill. While one researcher [77] observed that
the displacement corresponding to the peak pipe resistance was significantly affected by
the embedment depth ratio, especially for embedment depth (w) beyond 0.5 m. Moreover,
δu,max was observed to decrease with an increasing relative density of soil and increase
with increasing ‘w’ [72,78,79]. The failure surface or the slip surface was observed to reach
the ground surface when peak uplift resistance is mobilised for shallow embedment depth.
In contrast, the slip surface was localised around the pipeline and did not reach the ground
surface for deeper embedment depth [78,79].

However, for cohesive backfill, the pipe displacement can happen either in no tension
condition or full tension condition, depending on the pipe–soil interface capacity. The
behaviour of Nu is portrayed in Figure 13. It is observed that the uplift capacity factor (Nu)
increased with increasing embedment depth ratio (w/D) for both no tension (NT) and full
tension (FT) conditions. Again, for NT condition, the Nu was observed to be increasing
with increasing soil unit weight. On the contrary, for FT condition, Nu was observed to
decrease with increasing soil unit weight due to the buoyancy effect, as can be seen in
Figure 13 [54,56,59,66]. However, for very high weight to strength ratio of the soil, the
pipe–soil contact did not break. Thus, the pipeline’s uplift resistance did not depend on the
interface tensile capacity.

Furthermore, a typical failure mechanism of soil during pipe uplift is shown in
Figure 14. In Figure 14a, the uplift failure mechanism of pipeline buried under shallow
embedment depth is shown, while in Figure 14b, the failure mechanism for a deeply
embedded pipeline is shown. Thus, from Figure 14, it is observed that most displacements
occurred within the soil volume above the pipeline for a shallowly embedded pipeline.
While for the bonded case, the displacement extended both above and below the pipeline.
Again, the failure is very localised and occurs close to the pipeline for a deeply embedded
pipeline [52,56,59].
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Figure 12. Variation of uplift resistance with displacement for various embedment depths [77].

Figure 13. Variation of uplift resistance with soil cover depth and soil unit weight for both NT and
FT conditions and for rough pipeline surface [56].
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Figure 14. Typical displacement contour for soil failure for (a) shallow and (b) deeply embedded pipeline during pipe
uplifting in NT condition, a conceptual diagram from the FEA generated displacement contour [59].

Several authors also studied the effect of initial imperfection on the pipeline global
buckling [66,67,80]. It is observed that the uplift resistance decreased with increasing initial
imperfection. Moreover, the global uplift buckling of a pipeline can effectively be controlled
by increasing cover height or reducing the imperfection height.

The details of the parameters considered by different authors for the numerical analy-
sis are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameter used in the Numerical models for uplift resistance of buried pipeline.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Newson and
Deljoui [52]

Modulus of elasticity of soil Es (kPa) 100 cu
(4000 in most cases)

Poisson’s ratio of soil, νs 0.495
Undrained shear strength su (kPa) 10

Depth to diameter ratio, w/D 1–15

Martin and
White [54]

Embedment depth ratio w/D 0.1–5

Dimensionless weight to strength ratio for homogeneous soil (γs
′

D/su) 0,1,3,5
Dimensionless weight to strength ratio for normally consolidated soil (γs

′
/k) 0, 1, 3, 5

Interface roughness for smooth and rough pipe 0 and 1
Interface tensile capacity for no tension condition and unlimited tension (kPa) 0 and infinite

Maitra et al. [56]

Embedment depth ratio w/D 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11,
14, 19

Dimensionless weight to strength ratio for homogeneous soil (γs
′

D/su)
0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5
Dimensionless weight to strength ratio for normally consolidated soil (γs

′
/k) 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50

Modulus of elasticity of soil Es (kPa) 500 su
Poisson’s ratio of soil, νs 0.499

Interface roughness for smooth and rough pipe 0 and 1
Interface tensile capacity for no tension condition and unlimited tension (kPa) 0 and infinite
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Table 3. Cont.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Seth et al. [59]

Pipe
Outer diameter D, (m) 1

In-plane axial stiffness EA1 (kN/m) 7.8 × 106

Out of the plane axial stiffness EA2 (kN/m) 6.225 × 106

Flexural rigidity EI (kN m2/m) 5265
Soil

Undrained shear strength at the soil surface Su,ref (kN/m2) 0.01
Incremental shear strength with depth k (kN/m2/m) 2

Normalised effective soil weight (γs
′
/k) 0, 1, 2, 5, 10

Soil cover depth ratio (w/D) 0–20
Stiffness index (Es/su) 500

Poisson’s ratio of soil (νs) 0.495
Interface tensile capacity for no tension condition and unlimited tension 0 and 107

Experimental Models

A significant number of experiments were performed to observe the pipe–soil inter-
action, failure mechanism and the behaviour of some other relevant factors during pipe
uplift. Some of the experiments were performed using centrifuges [51,57,67,81] and the
others under normal earth’s gravity using full-scale models [50,55,66,67]. Moreover, several
researchers also explored the failure mechanisms and the load-displacement behaviour of
the pipeline using image-based deformation measurement technique [30,38,81,82].

For cohesionless backfill, the maximum uplift resistance was observed to increase
with increasing embedment depth, soil density, and pipe diameter. However, the uplift
capacity factor decreased with increasing pipe diameter [50,51,67,72,83–85]. Again, the
uplift resistance initially increased with increasing displacement until reaching the peak
value. Moreover, the uplift resistance decreased rapidly with increasing displacement in
post-peak conditions [67,72,85,86]. Furthermore, it is observed that failure block forms
between two shear zones during peak uplift capacity mobilisation [50,72,81]. The width
of the shear zones is influenced by the grain size of the backfill. For a typical offshore
pipeline, the failure mechanism corresponding to the peak uplift capacity is observed
to reach the ground surface. While a flow around mechanism of soil was observed at
post-peak condition [81].

However, for a pipeline buried in soft or lumpy clay, the behaviour of the pipeline
also depends on the loading rate and the consolidation time. Thus, two types of behaviour
are observed for the pipelines buried in a lumpy clay, namely short-term and long-term
behaviour [18,50,51,55,57,81,87]. The uplift resistance was observed to be increasing linearly
with displacement up to a peak resistance value. Moreover, the peak resistance of the
pipeline is observed to increase with increasing uplifting speed. Again, the uplift capacity
for the undrained test was higher than that for a drained test. It is observed that the
displacement corresponding to the maximum uplift capacity of the pipeline increased
with increasing pipe diameter and the embedment depth. With increasing time, the soft
soil consolidated, and the uplift resistance is observed to increase with increasing soil
consolidation [18,50,51,66,81]. Again, Brennan et al. [57] observed that the uplift capacity
of the pipeline increased with increasing size of clay lumps, irrespective of the speed of
uplifting. Furthermore, for shallowly embedded pipelines, the plastic zone concentrated on
the shoulder of the pipeline and extended upward. In contrast, for the deeply embedded
pipeline, the plastic zone concentrated on the whole crown of the pipe and extended only
over the pipeline [55].

2.2.2. Global Lateral Buckling and Lateral Buckling Resistance

For a buried pipeline, the chances of global lateral buckling are not very high. Still, in
some cases such as lateral soil movement or for some particular interface conditions, the
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global lateral buckling of pipeline can be critical. The following are some studies performed
by several researchers to explore the response of buried pipelines under lateral loading.

Analytical Models

Rowe and Davis [65] theoretically derived a formula to calculate the bearing capacity
of an anchor buried in sand for its vertical and lateral movement. The developed expression
was often used to compare with the lateral or uplift capacity of buried pipeline [18]. The
expression can be given as:

qu = fγγh (51)

Moreover, the authors also extended the theoretical model for cohesive soil and the
expression was given as:

qu = c′ fc′ + fγγ′swh (52)

The theoretical results were compared with the model test results and field data, and
they showed a good match. Thus, the theoretical model provides a rational prediction of
anchor capacity.

Phillips et al. [88] studied the load-displacement behaviour of a pipeline trenched
within a cohesive soil under lateral displacement. They proposed a numerical model
to analyse the lateral displacement of a pipeline. An expression for maximum lateral
resistance was given as,

VH,max = cuNchD (53)

The analytical model showed good agreement when compared with the results ob-
tained from several large-scale experiments and previous prediction models [65,89]. More-
over, several researchers also explored the effect of trench on the uplift resistance of the
pipeline [90,91].

Numerical Models

Numerical analyses were also performed to investigate the behaviour of a buried
pipeline under lateral loading. Seth et al. [59] performed a finite element analysis to observe
the failure mechanism and load-displacement behaviour of a buried pipeline subjected
to lateral and vertical displacements individually. They also compared the lateral and
uplift capacity factors for different interface conditions to observe the criticality of the
factors. As can be seen from Figure 15, the lateral capacity factor increased with increasing
embedment depth and soil unit weight for NT condition. Similarly, the relationship
between lateral capacity factor and embedment depth and soil unit weight for FT condition
are shown in Figure 15. It is observed that the lateral capacity factor increased with
increasing embedment depth for full tension condition. However, it remained constant
with increasing soil unit weight. Lateral capacity was observed to be critical for full tension
condition and small soil unit weight. The rotation of stress vectors during deep shear
failure was also observed from the stress contours. The parameters used in the numerical
analysis are given in Table 4.
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Figure 15. Influence of soil cover depth and soil unit weight on lateral capacity factor of an offshore
pipeline under NT and FT condition [59].

Table 4. Parameter used in the Numerical models for lateral resistance of buried pipeline.

Author Parameter Magnitude

Seth et al. [59]

Pipe
Outer diameter D, (m) 1

In-plane axial stiffness EA1 (kN/m) 7.8 × 106

Out of the plane axial stiffness EA2 (kN/m) 6.225 × 106

Flexural rigidity EI (kN m2/m) 5265
Soil

Undrained shear strength at the soil surface Su,ref
(kN/m2)

0.01

Incremental shear strength with depth k
(kN/m2/m) 2

Normalised effective soil weight (γs
′
/k) 0, 1, 2, 5, 10

Soil cover depth ratio (w/D) 0–20
Stiffness index (Es/su) 500

Poisson’s ratio of soil (νs) 0.495
Interface tensile capacity for no tension condition

and unlimited tension 0 and 107

Experimental Models

The authors experimentally studied the buried pipeline’s global lateral buckling
behaviour, either using full-scaled models [18,92,93] or centrifugal models [88,94].

It was observed from the large-scaled tests that the normalised lateral resistance
increased with increasing pipeline displacement, and also, at the initial stage, the higher
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normalised lateral resistance was observed to be higher for larger pipe diameter. Moreover,
the rate of increase in the normalised lateral resistance decreased with increasing pipe
diameter, which led the authors to believe that the normalised lateral resistance assumes a
constant peak value irrespective of the pipeline’s embedment depth. Again, the normalised
lateral resistance was initially increasing with increasing embedment depth of the pipeline
and remained constant after reaching the peak value [18,92,93].

Again, from the centrifugal tests [88,94], it was observed that the lateral resistance
increased with increasing pipe displacement up to a peak value and then remained constant
or decreased. Moreover, the lateral resistance was also observed to be increasing with
increasing embedment depth ratio. It was also observed that with increasing trench width,
the lateral loading on the pipeline decreases.

3. Studies on Axial Soil Resistance and Its Importance in the Pipeline Global Buckling

A high pressure-high temperature (HP/HT) pipeline tends to expanse longitudinally
under very high temperature and pressure of the fluid flowing through the pipeline.
However, the axial resistance provided by the soil resists the pipeline to move in the axial
direction and induce a longitudinal compressive load on the pipeline. Which further induce
a global buckling to the pipeline. Thus, the knowledge of axial resistance is crucial for
the study of pipe buckling [18]. The following studies validate the importance of axial
soil resistance on the pipe buckling analyses. A great number of numerical analyses were
performed to observe the effect of axial soil resistance on the pipe buckling [18,30,32,67,69].
It was observed that both the buckling amplitude and the axial force on the pipeline
decreased with increasing axial resistance of the soil [31,69]. Moreover, the safe temperature
was reduced as the axial friction decreased. This implied that the temperature at which the
pipe-buckling occurs decreased with decreasing axial friction.

Again, Hobbs [95] and Hobbs and Liang [96] developed an expression to predict the
lateral capacity of a pipeline laid on a rigid seabed in perfectly straight condition. They
included the effect of axial resistance. The expression can be given as,

P =
34.06Es I

L2 + 1.294µaWpL

(1 + 1.668× 10−4 Es Aµ1
2WpL5

µa(Es I)2

)0.5

− 1

 (54)

Thus, the axial compressive force on the pipeline was observed to be directly propor-
tional to the axial soil resistance.

Considering the importance of the axial resistance on the buckling behaviour of the
pipelines, various researchers took an interest in the exploration of the axial resistance of
the soil [18,31,50,66,67,92,97]. From various large-scale experiments, it was observed that
the axial resistance increased with increasing displacement until reaching the peak value for
both cohesionless and cohesive backfill. Moreover, the displacement corresponding to the
maximum axial resistance increased with increasing pipe diameter [18,66,92]. However, the
influence of cover geometry on the axial resistance was insignificant. The axial resistance
was observed to reduce for cyclic reversal of the displacement. One study [18] found that
the reduction in axial resistance during cyclic displacement is 38–55%. Several authors also
explored the post-buckling behaviour of axial soil resistance [50]. It was observed that the
axial resistance decreased to the residual value at post-peak condition for cohesive backfill.
On the contrary, for cohesionless soil, the axial resistance stayed almost constant at the
post-peak condition.

Again, Schaminee et al. [50] developed simplified models to predict the axial and
uplift resistance of a buried pipeline. The axial resistance for pipes buried in cohesionless
soil was given by,

Va =
1
4

πγ′swD
(

2 + 2K +
Wp

γ′swD
+

KD
w

)
tan θ + αaπDcu (55)
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Moreover, Liu et al. [66] performed a series of axial pull out tests of a scaled model of a
pipeline buried in soft clay. They further proposed an empirical relation from the laboratory
test results to predict the peak axial resistance and the corresponding axial displacement.
The authors performed laboratory tests on soil which have similar properties as Bohai
(China) Soft clay. Thus, the maximum axial resistance and the corresponding displacement
were given as,

VH,max

πsuD
= 0.2 (56)

δH,max

D
= 0.1D0.7 (57)

Again, the axial resistances (Fa) was given as,

Va =

Va,max

(
δa

δa,max

)0.1
for δa ≤ δa,max (58)

Va,max for δa > δa,max (59)

The predicted results obtained using the above equations (Equations (58) and (59)) are
shown in Figure 16. The predicted axial resistances were further compared with the results
obtained using the prediction model given by American Lifeline Alliance [98], and also
with the experimental results.

Figure 16. Comparison of axial resistance vs axial movement behaviour for different methods of
analysis [66].

Peng [68] assumed that the axial resistance on the pipeline was due to the weight of
the overburdened soil and the self-weight of the soil. Thus they developed the following
expression,

Va = µ
(
2γ′sDw + Wp

)
(60)

Gao et al. [67] performed several large scale experiments and used the results to
formulate a non-linear pipe–soil model. They also modified the expression given by
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Peng [68] to give an expression for axial resistance of a pipeline buried in cohesionless soil
and subjected to global upheaval buckling. The expression was given as,

Va = A2
(
2γDw + Wp

)
µ (61)

where, A2 = The modification coefficient of the normal stress on the pipeline and is experi-
mentally determinate.

Hence, the initial part of this section discusses the importance of axial resistance on
different aspects of pipe-buckling. From different numerical [18,31,32,67,69] and analyt-
ical studies [95,96], it is clear that the axial resistance critically influences the buckling
amplitude, buckling length, and safe temperature and axial compressive stress leading to
pipe buckling. Thus, in the latter part of this section, the expressions to estimate the axial
soil resistance and the factors affecting the axial resistance are explored [50,66–68]. It was
observed that the axial resistance is influenced by pipe parameters such as pipe diameter
and submerged weight of the pipe. Moreover, the axial resistance is also influenced by
soil parameters such as soil unit weight, pipe–soil friction coefficient (cohesionless soil),
embedment depth, and undrained shear strength (cohesive soil) of soil. A sensitivity
analysis is needed to establish the order of importance among the influence factors.

4. Studies on the External Loads on the Pipeline and Their Effect on Pipeline
Local Buckling

During operation and installation of offshore pipelines, various loads induce within
the pipeline. The major loads that act on the pipeline are external pressure, bending, and
tension. Among these three types of loading, external pressure and bending can be critical
for the collapse of a pipeline under local buckling of pipeline. Thus, in this section, the
effects of the external pressure and bending moment on an offshore pipeline are discussed.

4.1. External Pressure

The offshore pipelines are operated under very deep water-column. Thus, very high
hydrostatic pressure is subjected (can easily be calculated as ph = ρw ′ g Zw) to the pipeline.
Therefore, the external pressure can be critical during installation and depressurisation. The
buckling pressure of a perfect pipeline under external pressure was explored by Kyriakides
and Corona [99]. Several authors also explored the effect of hydrodynamic forces on the
offshore pipeline due to wave’s loading [100–102]. However, only the static loadings are
considered in this paper, and the dynamic loadings are not discussed due to limitation of
the size of the paper.

4.1.1. Buckling of an Initially Perfect Pipe

Kyriakides and Corona [99] discussed the collapse of an initially perfect pipeline
under external hydrostatic pressure. The external pressure is countered by the internal
pressure during operation. While, during installation or depressurisation of the pipeline,
the pipeline is kept empty, and the internal pressure is zero. Thus, it is crucial to estimate
the collapse pressure or critical external pressure. The collapse of the pipeline can be elastic
or plastic.

Elastic Local Buckling

The collapse pressure for an elastically buckled thin-walled pipeline is given by a
classical formula:

pc =

(
2Es

1− νs2

)(
t

D0

)3
(62)

The above expression is an extended version of the formula proposed by Levy [103],
and it is capable of predicting the elastic collapse pressure of an offshore pipeline more
accurately.
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Plastic Local Buckling

The plastic local buckling of the pipeline depends on the end condition of the pipeline.
Thus, three collapse pressures are obtained for three cases:

Case 1: Free end and circumferentially loaded pipe.
The ends of the pipeline are free, and the displacement of the pipeline is unrestrained.

Thus, the collapse pressure is given by;

Pc1 =

 2C22(
1 + 1

12Ω

(
t

rm

)2
)
( t

D0

)3
(63)

where, C22 = εt
Ω = an element of stiffness matrix; Ω = 1− 4ν2

t
(1+3 εt

εs )
; εT = Tangent modulus;

εS = Secant modulus; rm = mean radius = (D−t)/2
Case 2: Free end and hydrostatically loaded pipe.
Similar to the previous case, the pipeline displacement is also unrestrained in this case.

However, the external pressure is applied both at the end and at the circumference of the
pipeline. Thus, the collapse pressure is given as;

Pc2 =

 2C22(
1 + 1

12Ω

(
t

rm

)2
)
( t

D0

)3
(64)

where, C22 = εs
1
4

(
1+3 εs

εt

)
Ω

= an element of stiffness matrix; Ω = 1− 4ν2
s(

1+3 εs
εt

) .

The constitutive constant (C22) at the right-hand side of the equation depends on
the external pressure subjected to the pipeline. Thus, the C22 is determined by iteration
method. In every iteration, the external pressure is increase until the assumed external
pressure becomes equal to the estimated critical buckling pressure.

Case 3: Fixed end and circumferentially loaded pipe.
In this case, zero axial displacement of the pipeline is allowed, and the axial strain

of the pipe is zero. This is the case for a pipeline laid or buried within seabed. Thus, the
collapse pressure of the pipeline under external pressure is given by:

Pc3 =

 2C22(
1 + 1

12Ω

(
t

rm

)2
)
( t

D0

)3
(65)

where, C22 = ES
(1−νs2)

= an element of the stiffness matrix.
The constitutive constants (C22) at the right-hand side of the equations (Equations (63)–(65))

depend on the external pressure subjected to the pipeline. Thus, the C22 is determined by
iteration method. In every iteration, the external pressure is increased until the assumed
external pressure becomes equal to the estimated critical buckling pressure.

4.1.2. Local Buckling of an Initially Dented Pipeline

The external pressure becomes severe when any dent is created in the pipeline due to
any accidents [104]. In case of previously formed dents, localised buckling under external
pressure initiates from the dent. The buckling starts propagating until the external pressure
falls below the propagation pressure or the buckling reaches any buckle arrestor [105].
The buckle propagation for an accidentally dented pipe under external pressure was
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investigated numerically and experimentally by Gong et al. [104]. The researchers proposed
a formula to predict buckle propagation pressure. The formula is given as:

Pp

σ0
=

[
23 + 13

(
E′
σ0

)(
t
D

)](
t
D

)2.4
(66)

The collapse pressure for a dented pipeline is always significantly lower than that of
an initially perfect pipeline. The researchers observed that the above formula predicted
result with a maximum of 10–12% error.

The localised buckling initiated by initial imperfection and hydrostatic pressure plays a
significant role in the pipeline collapse during lateral or upheaval buckling of a pipeline [17].
Various authors studied the effect of ovalisation and pipe diameter-to-thickness ratio on
pipe collapse pressure [17,106–109]. In Figure 17, fO represents the initial ovality of the
pipeline, Pc is the collapse pressure of the pipeline, and Po is the yield pressure. Thus, it is
observed from Figure 17 that the normalised collapse pressure decreased with increasing
diameter-to-thickness ratio and the initial ovality of the pipeline. Moreover, the analytically
predicted collapse pressure of the pipeline is closed to the experimentally obtained collapse
pressure value. The effect of initial imperfection is observed to be more prominent for
low diameter-to-thickness ratio of pipeline. Again, the behaviour of the pipe-buckling
was divided into three categories [107]. For very high diameter-to-thickness ratio (D/t),
the pipe buckles elastically, and the post-buckling stage is stable. For pipelines with
intermediate D/t, the pipe yields under the combined effect of buckling and membrane
stress. Moreover, for pipelines with low D/t, the buckle propagation pressure for the
initially imperfect pipeline was observed to be significantly lower than the critical buckling
pressure. Moreover, the local buckling of the pipeline occurs plastically. The researchers
also studied the effect of indentation shape on the pipeline’s collapse pressure [108]. They
observed that the flat indentation for smaller dent gives higher collapse pressure compared
to the knife-edge dent. However, the knife-edge indentation provides higher collapse
pressure than the spherical and flat dent for the larger indentation.

Figure 17. Influence of diameter-to-thickness ratio and initial ovality of the pipeline on the collapse
pressure of pipeline under external pressure [108].
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4.2. Bending

During the installation of the pipeline using the S-lay or J-lay method, bending is
induced in the pipeline. Moreover, bending is also induced in the pipeline during the
global buckling of the pipeline at the operation phase. The bending leads to the formation
of plastic hinges as well as ovalisation of the pipeline, which further leads to the collapse of
the pipeline [110–112]. Jirsa et al. [110] observed that the moment–curvature relationship
was not significantly affected by the ovalisation of the pipeline. Again, Kyriakides and
Ju [111] experimentally explored several pipes’ (shells’) flexural behaviour and divided
their behaviours into three categories based on their diameter-to-thickness ratio. It is
observed that the thinner shells (D/t > 40) failed by the concentration of ripples even before
reaching the natural limit load. While the thicker shells (D/t < 26) are found to be failing
after reaching the limit load due to ovalisation of the shells. Again, the limit load is clearly
defined for the moderately thick shells (26 < D/t < 40). The ripples are observed to be
formed almost simultaneously when the limit load is reached due to ovalisation of the
shell’s cross-section. Followed by this, a catastrophic failure of the pipeline occurs.

Furthermore, the collapse under bending stress is a function of diameter-to-thickness
ratio, initial imperfection and axial compressive stress [113–116]. Guo et al. [115] empirically
found that the bending strain (εB) is related to the thickness (t) and diameter (D) of the
pipeline in the following way,

εE =
t

2D
(67)

Several authors described the pipe bending from the non-linear beam bending [113,114].
They observed that bending stresses are more intensified at the field joint, where the bend-
ing stress is critical. Moreover, the pipe material’s yield stress in the longitudinal direction
significantly influences the pipeline bending capacity. Again, a dented pipeline reaches
to collapse pressure more rapidly when compared to an intact pipeline due to stress con-
centration under bending stress. Thus, Cai et al. [116] proposed an empirical formula to
predict the critical bending moment and critical curvature under pure bending moment,

Mcr

Mi
= 1− a3

(
dd
t

)b4

(λ3)
c1 (68)

kcr

ki
= 1−

(
a4 +

b5t
dd

)
(λ3)

c2 (69)

where, a3 = 0.017; b4 = 0.696; c1 = 1.48; a4 = 0.192; b5 = −0.026; c2= 0.955.
The predicted result shows a fair comparison with the results obtained from numerical

simulations. However, the predicted results slightly underestimate the result obtained from
experimental tests. This discrepancy between the prediction and test results is attributed to
the difference in material and geometry measurements.

Thus, it is evident from the above discussion that the bending stress is critical during
both installation and operational stages. Thus, it is crucial to explore the pipe parameters
such as diameter-to-thickness ratio of the pipeline, yield stress of pipeline and their effect
on the bending stress of pipeline. Moreover, for initially imperfect pipeline, the shape,
length and depth of indentation are considered during the design of a pipeline under
bending stress.

5. Conclusions

The offshore high pressure-high temperature (HP/HT) pipelines are often subjected
to longitudinal thermal compressive stress. This longitudinal compressive stress further
causes the pipeline to buckle. Moreover, the axial compressive force, buckling amplitude,
buckling length, and the direction of buckling depends on the factors such as burial
condition and properties of seabed soil. Thus, the current paper deals with the uplift and
lateral buckling of the surface laid and buried pipeline. It provides insights into the effect of
seabed features on deciding the buckling direction, different prediction models to estimate
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the buckling force and buckling resistances, and the effect of various soil parameters on the
buckling force, amplitude, and length. The effect of axial resistance of soil on the pipeline
buckling and the methods to estimate axial resistance were also discussed as axial soil
resistance is crucial in designing an offshore pipeline against buckling. Moreover, the loads
subjecting to the pipeline during the installation and operation of the pipelines were also
studied.

It is observed that for a surface-laid pipeline, the buckling direction depends on the
surface of the seabed. For example, for an uneven seabed with protruded features, the
pipelines are prone to uplift buckling under longitudinal compressive stress. While for the
even seabed, the lateral buckling or snaking is a more common buckling mode. Again, for
a buried pipeline, the most common buckling mode is uplift buckling. It was also observed
that the axial resistance of soil decides the likelihood of the buckling occurrence. The major
loads coming on a pipeline is external pressure and bending moment during installation
and operation. The collapse load of a pipeline under external pressure and bending was
observed to depend on the thickness to diameter ratio and elastic modulus of the pipeline.
Thus, in this paper, the theoretical and applied background on the phenomena of offshore
pipeline’s buckling was reviewed, and the basis for further practical cases was presented
and summarised.

The previous researches enriched the understanding in the field of pipe buckling.
However, many studies were performed in the static analysis of pipeline buckling, but
studies addressing the effect of dynamic loading on the pipe buckling are still scarce in the
literature. The stability of pipelines during pipeline installation or liquefaction and pipe–
soil interaction under cyclic wave loading, earthquake force, and flow or working platform
induced vibration [8,9] is still open for exploration. The cost-effectiveness and reliability
of different stabilisation solutions are also needed to be studied. However, several static
aspects of the offshore pipelines are still under investigation. The effect of different load
combinations, backfill conditions, installation processes on the buckling behaviour of the
pipeline is still open for research.
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a1 = 5 = Fitting coefficients in Equation (9)
a2 = 0.015; (constant in Equation (18)
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a4 = 0.192; (constant in Equations (68) and (69)
A = Cross-sectional area of pipeline
A1 = Calculation parameters relative to soil properties and experimentaly determinate. (Equation
(50))
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A2 = Modification coefficient of the normal stress on the pipeline and experimentaly determinate.
(Equation (61))
As = Cross-sectional area of soil lifted in vertical slip mechanism. (Equation (23))
Asoil = Area of soil block above the pipe,
b1 = 0.15 = Fitting coefficients in Equation (9)
b2 = 2.3; (constant in Equation (18))
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b4 = 0.696; (constant in Equations (68) and (69)
b5 = −0.026; (constant in Equations (68) and (69)
B = Base width of the pipeline
c1 = 1.48; (constant in Equations (68) and (69)
c2= 0.955; (constant in Equations (68) and (69)
c = Cohesion of soil
cu = Undrained cohesion
cv = Coefficient of consolidation
C22 = Element of stiffness matrix. (Equation (63))
d = Maximum drainage path length during consolidation
dd = Depth of dent
D = Pipe Diameter
D0 = (D−t) = Pipe mean diameter
De = Elasticity matrix
E
′

= Strain hardening modulus. (Equation (66))
EI = Bending stiffness
Ep = Modulus of elasticity of pipeline
Es = Modulus of elasticity of soil
f = Yield function. (Equation (7))
fo = The initial ovality of the pipeline,
f1 = Lateral resistance of soil
fc
′

= Factor for the effect of cohesion on anchor behaviour and is a function of embedment ratio,
friction angle, and surcharge pressure above the soil. (Equation (52))
fNBA = Factor for obtaining su,eff for the ‘kz’ component of su. (Equation (35))
fγ‘ = The anchor capacity factor for the basic case of a smooth anchor resting in a soil and is
corrected for soil dilatancy, anchor roughness, and initial stress state. (Equation (52))
Fbrk = Breakout resistance of pipeline per unit length
Fc = (WP—FZ) = Vertical contact force per unit length.
∆FH = Horizontal loading rate per unit length
FH = Horizontal loading on pipeline per unit length
FR = Passive soil resistance exerted on the pipe during lateral movement of pipeline per unit
length
FZ = Vertical hydrodynamic lift load on Pipeline per unit length
g = Gravitational acceleration
gp = Plastic potential function. (Equation (7))
h = Hardening modulus. (Equation (7))
Hm = Maximum buckle amplitude of pipeline.
H = Buckle amplitude of pipeline.
Ip = Second moment of area of cross section of pipeline
k = Incremental soil strength rate
kcr = Critical curvature of an initially dented pipeline
ki = Critical curvature of an intact pipeline;
kou and kov = Factors determining the initial stiffness
ku = Limiting value for the axial resistance
kv = Limiting value for the lateral resistance
kt = Rate of strength increase per decade
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K = Coefficient of lateral earth pressure;
L = Buckle length
L0 = Buckle length of the imperfection topology
Lcr = Critical length of pipeline [32]
Mcr = Ultimate bending moment of an initially dented pipeline
Mi = Ultimate bending moment of an intact pipeline
Nc = Capacity factor, a function of pipe roughness = 10. (Equation (39))
Nch = Lateral interaction factor dependent on burial depth ratio. (Equation (53))
Np = Bearing capacity factor of the pipeline and function of the pipeline roughness
(9.14 < Np < 11.94) [51]. (Equation (40))
Nu = Uplift capacity factor;
Nu(weightless) = Uplift capacity factor of soil considering weightless soil. (Equation (32))
Nu0 = Uplift capacity for pipe placed at the surface of weightless soil
Nu(limit) = Limiting values of Nu(weightless) [61]. (Equation (33))
Ph = Hydrostatic pressure
pi = Internal pressure on the pipeline
P = Axial compressive force
Pc = Collapse pressure for a pipeline
Pcr = Critical axial force
Po = Yield pressure of the pipeline
Pp = Buckle propagation pressure
Psuction = Additional suction force per unit length. (Equation (28))
Pv = Net uplift force per unit length
Pv,total = Total uplift force per unit length
q = Vertical distributed force on the pipeline
qu = Collapse load of an anchor
r = Outer radius of the pipeline
rm= Mean radius = (D−t)/2
su = Undrained shear strength of soil
sum = Shear strength of soil at mud-line
su0 = Original shear strength prior to any rate effect or softening
su,eff = Effective undrained shear strength of soil at considered depth
su,ref = Undrained shear strength at the soil surface
St = Sensitivity of clay
t = Pipe wall thickness;
tcon = Time of consolidation;
tplough = Depth of ploughing
Ti = Initial temperature of pipeline
Tif = Temperature of transporting product
Ts = Ambient temperature
∆T = Temperature difference between transporting fluid and the outside of pipe.
∆u = Displacement rate
u = Displacement of pipeline
U = Average degree of consolidation
VH = Horizontal resistance on pipeline per unit length
VH,res = Residual horizontal resistance on pipeline
VH,berm = Berm resistance during large pipe displacement
VH,max = Maximum horizontal resistance on pipeline
Vt = Total ultimate uplift force of the pipeline
Vu = Vertical resistance on pipeline
Vu,max = Vertical bearing capacity on pipeline
w = Pipe embedment depth (distance between the top surface of sea-bed and the top of
the pipeline)
wd = Reverse embedment depth or depth of the pipe bottom from the top of the soil-bed
wh = Depth from sea-bed to the bottom of the anchor
WP = Pipe weight per unit length
Ws = Total weight of the soil block above the pipe per unit length
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Ws
′

= Effective (buoyant) weight of the soil block above the pipe per unit length
Wp

′
= Effective (buoyant) weight of the pipe per unit length

Va = Axial resistance of pipes
Va,max = Maximum axial resistance of pipes
∆z = Thickness of soil layer
Z = Considered depth within the seabed
Zw = Water depth
α = Thermal expansion coefficient of Steel
αa = Activation factor for the clay strength which is between zero and unity.
αd = Dirac’s function determined by elastic or plastic state
β1 and β2 = Skew parameters in Equations (13) and (14)
β3 = Curve fitting parameter
γp = Unit weight of steel
γref = Reference shear strain rate
γs = Effective unit weight of soil
γs
′

= Submerged unit weight of soil
δ = Function of normalised berm area (Aberm/D2) and berm resistance, (VH,berm) in Equation (18)
δa = Axial displacement of pipeline
δa,max = Axial displacement corresponding to Va,max
δu,max = Displacement corresponding to Vu,max
δu = Vertical displacement
δH = Horizontal displacement
δH,max = Horizontal displacement corresponding to VH,max
εB = Bending strain of pipeline
εT = Tangent modulus
εS = Secant modulus
εu = Total strain at ultimate strength of steel
ξ95 = Accumulated plastic strain at which 95% soil strength reduction occurs by remolding
θ = Friction angle for the pipeline-cover interface
λ = 1; (constant in Equation (18))
λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 = Curve fitting parameter in Equation (35)
λ3 = Normalized dent length in the pipe hoop direction
µ = Coefficient of friction between the soil and the model pipe
µir = Interface roughness
µit = Interface tensile capacity
µL = Lateral friction coefficients
νp = Poisson’s ratio of steel
νph = Horizontal pipeline penetration rate
νpv = Vertical pipeline penetration rate
νs = Poisson’s ratio of soil
ρc = Density of the outer concrete coating of pipeline
ρif = Density of transporting material through the pipeline
ρi = Density of the transporting
ρp
′

= Submerged Density of steel
ρs
′

= Submerged Density of soil
ρw = Density of seawater
σo = API yield stress (0.5% strain offset). (Equation (66))
σu = Specified minimum tensile strength of steel
σv
′

= Effective stress in the backfill
σy = Specified minimum yield strength of steel
τint = Pipe/soil interface shear strength
τu,ave = Average drained shear strength
Φ = Friction angle of soil
Ψ = Dilation angle of soil
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